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Abstract—In this paper, a number of physical phenomena taking
place at the interaction of a crystallographically uniaxial ferrite
resonator (UFR) with a semiconductor element, such as a Hall-effect
transducer (HET), are analyzed. The UFR in this study is in a direct
contact with an unpackaged HET. The interaction is studied in the
vicinity of the ferromagnetic resonance in the UFR. The analytical
model based on the combination of the problem of interaction
of an arbitrarily orientated and shaped UFR with electromagnetic
field of a multimode transmission line (waveguide) and thermal
balance equations is proposed. A number of thermo/electro/magnetic
phenomena that cause a voltage additional to that of the Hall-effect
in the HET are analyzed. It is shown that this additional voltage
is mainly due to Nernst-Ettingshausen thermo-magnetic effect. Some
experimental results in 8-mm waveband are presented. This structure
may serve as a frequency-selective primary transducer for detection
and measurement of microwave (or millimeter-wave) power.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ferrite resonators (FR) have a long history of applications in microwave
engineering as frequency-selective elements of filters, circulators, power
and frequency converters, resonance detectors, cross-multipliers, etc.
They are widely used in various devices for microwave frequency-
selective measurements, such as spectrum analyzers, measurers of
spectral power density, and peak power meters [1, 2]. Their operation
typically requires very intense magnetization fields, especially as
the operating frequencies increase to the extremely high frequency
(EHF) band and above, and this is a shortcoming of ferrite
applications. However, the present-day high-quality resonators
made of crystallographically uniaxial ferrites, such as monocrystalline
hexagonal ferrites, do not require huge magnetic systems for achieving
ferromagnetic resonance, since they have high internal field of magnetic
crystallographic anisotropy [1–3].

It is known that a high-quality ferrite resonator, i.e., with a
narrow line of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), effectively picks out
energy from electromagnetic field at the ferromagnetic resonance. Thus
the typical linewidth of FMR for monocrystalline barium hexagonal
ferrites is on the order of a few dozen oersteds (10 . . . 30 Oe), which
corresponds to about 30 . . . 100 MHz. As for monocrystalline garnet
ferrites, modern technology allows for obtaining resonators with a
resonance linewidth as low as a few millioersteds, or 0.1 . . . 1 MHz. If
the Q-factor of a FR were infinitely large, this energy at the resonance
frequency would be stored in the FR forever. But in reality, Q-factor
is never infinite, and the accumulated energy partially re-radiates, and
partially dissipates within the FR body, eventually producing heat.
Both re-radiated energy and heat loss in the FR depend on coupling
between the FR and the electromagnetic field. This coupling, in turn,
depends on physical properties of the ferrite material, geometry of the
resonator, as well as on the intensity, frequency, and the mode structure
of the incident electromagnetic field.

Many years ago in [4], the idea of the yttrium-iron garnet (YIG)
ferrite bolometer was proposed. This is a ferrite element in a direct
thermal contact with a semiconductor element. At the ferromagnetic
resonance, the ferrite resonator heats up, and the resistance of the
semiconductor element varies. This variation tells about the intensity
of the electromagnetic field. However, this idea has not found practical
application, because a YIG ferrite needed huge magnetic system for its
operation at the FMR, and at the same time sensitivity and dynamic
range of such a bolometer were very low. Actually, the narrower
linewidth of a YIG resonator, the higher frequency selectivity and
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resolution it provides. However, an extremely high Q-factor is in
a conflict with heating of a ferrite resonator. Hence, there should
be an optimum linewidth of FMR in a ferrite resonator to satisfy
both frequency selectivity and sensitivity, as well as a high conversion
coefficient of a ferrite bolometer.

In our work [5], it was experimentally shown that it is possible
to use the structure based on the hexagonal ferrite resonator and a
semiconductor element for frequency-selective power detection in the
frequency range around 40 GHz without a massive external magnetic
system. The interaction was experimentally detected in the vicinity
of the ferromagnetic resonance, and only a low-intensity bias magnetic
field for saturation of the hexagonal ferrite and the FMR tuning was
needed. Barium hexagonal ferrites typically have wider resonance
linewidths than garnet ferrites, and this is preferable from the point
of view of their enhanced heating by microwaves (mm-waves) in the
vicinity of the FMR.

The objectives of this paper are (1) to analyze the main physical
phenomena that take place at the interaction of the uniaxial ferrite
resonator (UFR) with a particular semiconductor element — an
unpackaged Hall-effect transducer (HET), and (2) to develop a
generalized analytical (electromagnetic plus thermal) model for the
power conversion coefficient in this structure.

Figure 1 contains the classification of the possible physical
mechanisms of interaction between a UFR and a semiconductor
element at frequencies close to the FMR. These mechanisms can
be divided into two groups: (1) low-inertial (electromagnetic) and
(2) inertial (thermal). Practically, low-inertial electromagnetic
mechanisms allow for measuring power parameters of pulse signals,
while inertial thermal mechanisms would be useful only for measuring
power parameters of continuous signals or average power of pulses at
the resonance frequency of the UFR.

Low-inertial effects are related to variations of the magnetization
vector of an UFR. These variations are expected to be noticeable at
comparatively high power levels (e.g., more than 1 W), depending on
the level of useful variations of voltages induced in the semiconductor
elements and sensitivity of voltmeters used to detect these variations.
Besides, at comparatively low microwave power levels (below 1 W),
low-inertial effects are masked by thermal phenomena, and, mainly,
microwave power is converted to a d.c. voltage.

Inertial, or thermal, mechanism of interaction appears as a heat
transfer from the UFR to a thermo-sensitive semiconductor element.
The electromagnetic power absorbed by the UFR at the FMR converts
to heat, and the heat flux penetrates through the body of the
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Figure 1. Schematic of possible mechanisms of interaction between an
FR and a semiconductor element (SE) at mm-wave frequencies close
to FMR.

semiconductor element. If this semiconductor element is a Hall-effect
transducer, it operates at some bias d.c. current flowing through it
between two opposite contacts. Together with the UFR, it is placed in a
bias magnetic field, needed for achieving FMR in the UFR. Along with
the Hall-effect, there is a number of thermoelectric, thermomagnetic,
galvanomagnetic, and thermoelectromagnetic phenomena. Overall,
there are known over 560 different effects accompanying the Hall-effect
[6], and they may cause voltage in the HET additional to that of the
Hall-effect.

The structure of the paper is the following. Some results of
computations based on the proposed analytical model are provided in
Section 2. Section 3 describes some experimental results. Conclusions
are summarized in Section 4.
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2. ANALYTICAL MODEL

Recently an interest to analysis of temperature inside objects due to
electromagnetic power impact has increased [7]. Problems of this
kind arise, for example, when quantifying effects of RF, microwave,
or mm-wave heating of biological tissues, or at thermal modeling
for optimization of heating processes in microwave ovens [8]. Such
problems are typically solved through the energy conservation law, or
heat-transfer equation.

This Section contains an analytical model for the conversion of
microwave power to a d.c. voltage that appears on the contacts of a
Hall-effect transducer due to the direct contact with a uniaxial ferrite
resonator. The analytical model includes both interaction of the UFR
with the electromagnetic field and thermal balance in the system.

Let us consider the case when a microwave oscillation of the power
P (f0) acts on the UFR continuously, and the UFR absorbs this power
due to the FMR. Inside the UFR there is a constant source of heat, and
the surface temperature of the UFR remains constant. Suppose that
heat radiation is absent. Let us also neglect heating of a semiconductor
when current flows in it, and assume that there is no difference in
the temperature of the contacts (no thermal electromotive force). The
result of the semiconductor heating is the variation in the charge carrier
mobility, which leads to the variation of its thermal coefficient KT . The
latter relates the useful induced voltage and the temperature variation
of the HET as

∆V = KT∆T. (1)

If the stationary regime is considered,

∆T = ∆Tstat = Tstat − T0, (2)

where T0 is the initial temperature of the HET, and Tstat is the
stationary temperature in the system. In the stationary regime, the
maximum useful induced voltage ∆V = ∆Vmax is achieved.

The conversion coefficient of the system UFR-HET can be defined
as a ratio of the maximum useful induced voltage to the power of an
input microwave signal at the given frequency [1],

Kp = ∆Vmax/P (f0), (3)

or

Kp = KT∆Tstat/P (f0), (4)
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Assume that the thermal coefficient KT of HET is known, and the
power P (f0) is also known (can be measured). To find the conversion
coefficient Kp, it is necessary to calculate the temperature increase
∆Tstat, which depends on the power absorbed by the UFR at the FMR,

Pabs = αabsP (f0), (5)

where αabs is the absorption coefficient. The absorption coefficient
depends on the UFR coupling with the transmission line where it is
placed. The corresponding coupling coefficient ηc is a function of many
factors: the geometry of the transmission line, the operating mode
structure, the point where the UFR is situated, physical parameters
of the UFR (namely, its resonance line width ∆H, saturation
magnetization MS , anisotropy field HA, and orientation of the HFR
crystallographic axis in respect with the bias magnetic field H0), as
well as the detuning a = |fres− f0|/f0 of the FMR frequency from the
microwave signal carrier frequency.

The absorption coefficient can be obtained through solving an
electromagnetic power balance equation and using a self-matched field
approach, as described in [1, 9]. From this analysis, the absorption
coefficient αabs relates to the coupling coefficient ηc as

αabs = 2|ηc|/|1 + ηc|. (6)

The general formula for the coupling coefficient of the ferrite
resonator with a multimode transmission line or a waveguide can be
obtained using the formulation in [10], and can be written as

ηc = det
{←→

I + j←→χ xyz
←→w

}
− 1, (7)

where ←→I is the unity tensor, ←→w is the coupling matrix [11]
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, (8)

where N is the number of modes, Vf is the volume of the ferrite
resonator, and pluses and minuses stand for the forward and backward
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directions of the mode propagation. The norm of the corresponding n-
th transmission line or waveguide mode is calculated through the vector
product of the phasor of electric field and the complex-conjugated
magnetic field phasor of the corresponding mode [12, 13]

P̃n = −2
∫

Scross

[
�en × �h∗n

]
· d�s, (9)

where index n might stand for two numbers, e.g., “10” in the notation
of the TE10 waveguide mode.

Assume that a monocrystalline uniaxial ferrite with the
crystallographic axis c‖ �HA is magnetized up to saturation by the bias
magnetic field �H0‖ẑ, as is shown in Figure 2. The direction of the
equilibrium magnetization �M0 is determined by the angles ϕ and θ
with respect to the axes x and z, correspondingly.

X
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Figure 2. Orientation of the vectors describing magnetic susceptibility
tensor of a uniaxial monocrystalline ferrite resonator.

In the Cartesian coordinate system {x̂, ŷ, ẑ}, the susceptibility
tensor of a crystallographically anisotropic UFR at an arbitrary
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orientation of its axis of magnetic anisotropy with respect to the bias
magnetic field is a 9-component tensor

←→χ xyz =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
χxx χxy χxz

χyx χyy χyz

χzx χzy χzz

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (10)

The components of the external tensor ←→χ xyz are obtained by the
double transform (rotation on the angle θ and on the angle ϕ) of the
susceptibility tensor ←→χ 123. The latter is written in the coordinate
system {1̂, 2̂, 3̂}, tied to the direction of the equilibrium magnetization
�M0‖3̂, and its components are

�χ123 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ11 jχa 0
−jχa χ22 0

0 0 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (11)

Then the elements of the tensor ←→χ xyz are calculated through the
elements of the tensor ←→χ 123 as

χxx = χ11 sin2 ϕ + χ22 cos2 ϕ cos2 θ;
χyy = χ11 cos2 ϕ + χ22 sin2 ϕ cos2 θ;

χxy =
1
2

(
χ22 cos2 θ − χ11

)
sin 2ϕ + jχa cos θ;

χyx =
1
2

(
χ22 cos2 θ − χ11

)
sin 2ϕ− jχa cos θ;

χzx = −1
2
χ11 sin 2θ cosϕ + jχa sin θ sinϕ; (12)

χxz = −1
2
χ11 sin 2θ cosϕ− jχa sin θ sinϕ;

χzy = −1
2
χ11 sin 2θ sinϕ + jχa sin θ cosϕ;

χyz = −1
2
χ11 sin 2θ sinϕ− jχa sin θ cosϕ;

χzz = χ11 sin2 θ,

The parameters of the tensor (11) for the UFR of an arbitrary shape
and orientation of the main crystallographic axis can be written based
on [10] as

χ11 =
ωMω1 + jωωMαLL

ω1ω2 − ω2
(
α2
LL + 1

)
+ jωαLL(ω1 + ω2)

;
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χ22 =
ωMω2 + jωωMαLL

ω1ω2 − ω2
(
α2
LL + 1

)
+ jωαLL(ω1 + ω2)

;

χa =
ωMω

ω1ω2 − ω2
(
α2
LL + 1

)
+ jωαLL(ω1 + ω2)

; (13)

ω1 = ω10 cos θM + ωA cos2 θ0; ω2 = ω20 cos θM + ωA cos 2θ0;
ω10 = ω0 + ωM (N22 −N33); ω20 = ω0 + ωM (N11 −N33),

where ω0 = µ0γH0 is the angular frequency corresponding to the bias
magnetic field; ωM = µ0γM0 is the angular frequency associated with
the magnetization of saturation; ωA = µ0γHA is the angular frequency
associated with the field of crystallographic anisotropy; N11, N22 and
N33 are the demagnetization form factors corresponding to the axes
1̂, 2̂ and 3̂, respectively. A UFR can be of an arbitrary ellipsoid
with form factors calculated similarly to depolarization form factors
of a dielectric ellipsoid in [14, 15], and the sum of the form factors
N11 + N22 + N33 should always be equal to 1. If the UFR is a sphere,
then ω10 = ω20 = ω0.

The parameter αLL is the Landau-Lifshitz dissipation factor,
which turns into the Bloch dissipative term, if αLL = χ0ωr/ωM [10],
and can be used for describing ferromagnetic resonance in a uniaxial
ferrite. The parameter χ0 is the static magnetic susceptibility, and ωr

is the relaxation frequency of the UFR. The permeability of vacuum is
µ0 = 4π ·10−7 H/m, and the gyromagnetic ratio is γ = 1.76 ·1011 C/kg.
In (10), θM = θ is the angle between the axis z and equilibrium
magnetization direction �M0‖3̂, and θ0 is the angle between �M0‖3̂ and
the UFR crystallographic axis �c‖ �HA. The angle θ0 is calculated from
the �M0 equilibrium, following from the minimum of the magnetic
energy of the crystal, θ = arcsin (HA sin 2θ0/2H0) [10, 13].

After deriving the absorbed power Pabs through the electromag-
netic parameters of the UFR and the transmission line, where it is
placed, let us consider the equation of the thermal balance in the sys-
tem UFR-HET,

Pabs = PFH + PHM + PFA + PHA. (14)

In (14), PFH is the heat power transferred by the ferrite to the HET
(conduction heat exchange); PHM is the heat power transferred from
the HET to the metal contacts (also conduction heat exchange); PFA is
the heat power transferred by the HFR surface to air (convection heat
exchange); and PHA is the heat power given to air by the semiconductor
(convection heat exchange).

This power (thermal) balance equation can be re-written as the
ordinary linear differential equation with a non-zero right-hand part,
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corresponding to the heat source associated with the UFR at FMR,
analogous to that for a YIG bolometer in [4]

CΣ
dT

dt
+ ΨTΣT = Pabs, (15)

where CΣ [J/K] is the total heat capacity of all the elements of the
thermal system, and ΨTΣ [W/K] is the total heat-transfer factor of all
the system. This equation describes the transient thermal regime in
the system UFR-HET. The initial condition for temperature increase
T (t) is

T (0) = T0 (16)

where T0 is the surrounding (room) temperature. The solution of the
Cauchy problem (15)–(16) is an exponential function

T (t) = T0 + ∆Tstat(1− e−t/τΣ). (17)

The increase up to the stationary temperature is calculated as

∆Tstat = Pabs/ΨTΣ, (18)

and the system response time is

τΣ = CΣ/ΨTΣ. (19)

Let us consider two cases.

1) The microwave signal is far from the FMR in the UFR. There is
no resonance absorption in the UFR, and the UFR is almost not
heated up by microwaves (ε′′ associated with conductivity currents
in the ferrite resonator is extremely low, and µ′′ associated with
the loss at spin resonance is very low outside the FMR, too). There
is only the Hall-effect voltage in the HET, since the HET is placed
in the bias magnetic field together with the UFR.

2) The frequency of the microwave signal falls within the FMR line.
The UFR heats up due to microwave power absorption and high
resonance value of µ′′. In addition to the Hall-effect voltage,
the heat-related voltage is induced on the contacts of the HET
that directly touches the UFR. The magnitude of this additional
voltage is proportional (with the coefficient KP ) to the average
power of the microwave signal at the resonance frequency of the
UFR, according to (3),
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∆Vmax = KpPav(fres). (20)

In the experiments the structures may be exposed to microwave
pulses with some pulse repetition frequency and an off-duty factor.
For this reason, in (20), Pav(fres) is the average microwave power
at the FMR frequency. Low-inertial effects, such as the magneto-
resistive effect, the microwave Hall-effect in semiconductor, the direct
electromagnetic field detection by HET, and the magnetic detection
by HET due to variation of magnetic flux from the UFR in the general
case also present. However, as our further studies have shown, they are
negligibly small at the average power levels of a few dozens microwatt.
The mechanism of the voltage induced in the HET at the UFR-
HET structure interaction with microwaves is of the inertial thermal
nature, and is determined by heating of the UFR at the FMR and the
corresponding heat flux acting on the HET.

Suppose that the total voltage induced in a semiconductor plate
with current I in the transverse magnetic field H0z contains the Hall-
effect voltage VH and a number of additional terms, corresponding to
the most important effects accompanying the Hall-effect [6],

V = VH + Vneq + Vmr + Vtemf + VE + VNE + VPNE + VRL + VPRL.
(21)

In (21), Vneq is the non-equipotentiality voltage; Vmr is the
magneto-resistive voltage; Vtemf is the thermoelectromotive force
voltage; VE is the Ettingshausen galvano-thermo-magnetic voltage;
VNE is the Nernst-Ettingshausen thermo-magnetic voltage; VPNE

is the Peltier-Nernst-Ettingshausen thermo-magnetic electrothermal/
thermo-galvano-magnetic voltage; VRL is the Righi-Leduc thermo-
magnetic voltage; and VPRL is the Peltier-Righi-Leduc electrothermal
and thermo-galvano-magnetic voltage.

The contributions of VH and Vmr may be compensated by using
the second Hall-element, placed in the same bias magnetic field, but
not in a direct thermal contact with the UFR. As for the voltages Vneqv
and Vtemf , they are independent of the bias magnetic field, and can be
taken into account and compensated, too. Then the magnitude of the
useful increase of the voltage that will be later measured is comprised
of the rest five contributions:

∆Vmax = VE + VNE + VPNE + VRL + VPRL. (22)

These five effects, acting upon the voltage in the structure UFR-
HET are summarized in Table. In practice, it is very difficult (if not
impossible) to separate these five contributions. It is assumed that the
bias magnetic field is in the z-direction and the operation current in
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Table 1. Effects acting of voltage in UFR-HET structure.
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the HET flows in the y-direction. It is shown symbolically in Table 1
what the primary values or components are, what effects they cause,
and what voltage components they produce.

However, it is reasonable to speculate that the voltage VNE due to
the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect might be dominating. The reasoning
for this is that this effect belongs to the thermo-magnetic effects and
appears as a transverse voltage with respect to the current I flowing
in the semiconductor slab, if the latter is affected by a magnetic field
and a heat flux simultaneously. This is the case in the structure under
study. Therefore, we may conclude that in the structure UFR — Hall-
effect transducer, the frequency-selective Nernst-Ettingshausen effect is
observed.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPUTATIONS
BASED ON THE PROPOSED ANALYTICAL MODEL

A UFR made of a monocrystalline M-type Barium hexagonal ferrite
doped with Ti and Zn ions (BaFe9.8Ti1.1Zn1.1019) was placed in a metal
rectangular waveguide of a cross-section 7.2 mm × 3.4 mm. The point
of a right circularly polarized mm-wave magnetic field was chosen,
since it is the point where coupling between the UFR and the TE10

mode is the most intense. The UFR was a spheroid with the major
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and minor axes of 0.585 mm and 0.557 mm, respectively. Its field of
crystallographic magnetic anisotropy was HA = 11.3 kOe, and the
unloaded resonance line width was ∆H = 31.1 Oe. (Herein, the
units of Gaussian system are used, as the most widely used among
magnetologists. The conversion is 1 Oe = 1.2566 · 10−2 A/m). The
measured input average power of the mm-wave continuous signal at
the frequency f0 = 39.5 GHz was P (f0) = 60 mW (the duty-off factor
was equal to 2, and the nanosecond pulse repetition frequency was
1 kHz). The UFR absorbed 5 dB at the FMR (Pmeas

abs = 41.1 mW).
The Hall-effect transducer X511 (made in Russia) had the size

1.5 mm × 2.0 mm × 0.1 mm. It was made of a monocrystalline InSb,
whose thermal coefficient of voltage was KT = 1.5 mV/K (according to
the technical passport of X511). An active region of contact with the
UFR was around 0.01 mm2. The heat transfer coefficients at natural
convection (room temperature T0 = 20◦C and normal atmosphere
pressure of 760 mm of mercury) for both UFR and HET are about
30 W/(m2 ·K).

First, the computations based on the analytical model above
were done. In the computations, it was assumed that the density
of the hexagonal ferrite was ρf = 4900 kg/m3, the specific heat was
cf = 1100 J/(kg·K), and thermal conductivity was λf = 4.1 W/(m·K).
The density of InSb was taken as ρs = 5770 kg/m3, the specific
heat was cs = 700 J/(kg · K), and the thermal conductivity was
λs = 18 W/(m ·K).

Based on this data, the calculated total heat transfer factor is
ΨTΣ = Ψconv + Ψcond = 1.2 · 10−3 W/K, and the total heat capacity
is CΣ = Cf + Cs = 0.9 · 10−3 J/K. The calculated response time of
the system is τs = 750 ms, and the calculated stationary temperature
increase in the system is ∆Tstat = 25◦C. The transition time for
the temperature increase is tstat = 4.6 · τΣ = 3.45 s. The calculated
maximum HET voltage is ∆Vmax = 37.5 mV, and the corresponding
conversion coefficient is Kcalc

p = 0.625 V/W. At the same time, the
measured data are ∆Tmeas

stat = 21◦C and τmeas
Σ ≈ 1 s. The calculated

and measured temperature increase curves are shown in Figure 4.
In the experiment, two Hall-effect transducers were used: (1) X511

with Rin = 2.0 Ohms; Rout = 1.6 Ohms; Imax = 100 mA; sensitivity =
1.05 V/(A(T), and (2) X211 with Rin = 2.0 Ohms; Rout = 1.9 Ohms;
Imax = 100 mA; sensitivity = 1.38 V/(A(T). The first HET X511 was
directly contacting the UFR, and the second HET X211 was outside the
waveguide in a point with the same bias magnetic field for Hall-effect
and magnetoresistive effect compensation. The voltage-field slope
S = ∆V/∆H = 10−2 mV/Oe was the same for both Hall elements.
The magnetic sensitivity (the minimum measured magnetic field) for
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Figure 3. Schematic of the transducer based on the UFR and two
Hall- effect transducers.

both HET was 0.1 Oe. The identity of operation of the Hall elements
was assured by proper choosing of their operation currents.

The UFR together with the first HET was placed in the point
of circular polarization of mm-wave magnetic field of the rectangular
waveguide with cross-section 7.2 mm × 3.4 mm. The measured off-
resonance loss factor in the section was 1.1 dB, and the standing wave
ratio in this section was SWR = 1.2. The UFR was the same as
discussed above. The FMR absorption was 5 dB. The dash line in
Figure 5 shows the resonance dependence of the differential signal
∆Vmax as a function of the applied bias magnetic field Hz0 for the
transducer based on the structure UFR-HET. For this curve, the
microwave signal was continuous at the frequency f0 = 40.7 GHz,
and the average power of the signal was 60 mW. The minimum
stable measured signal was about 10µW. The conversion coefficient
was Kmeas

P = 0.6 V/W, which is slightly smaller than the calculated
value (Kcalc

P = 0.625 V/W). The discrepancy can be explained by the
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Figure 4. Temperature increase in the structure UFR — Hall element
at the FMR absorption by the UFR.

Figure 5. Resonance dependence of the converted voltage.

microwave loss in the section of the waveguide. Besides, the UFR
loaded Q-factor decreased compared to the unloaded one not only
because of the coupling with the waveguide, but also because the
UFR was loaded with the semiconductor element. The 50% alcohol
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solution of the commercially available glue BF-2 (Russia) was used to
fix the UFR on the unpackaged HET, and the resonance absorption
in a high-Q ferrite resonator could decrease by 1–2 dB. The simplified
assumptions in the model, for example, neglect of heat loss on metal
contacts, might also influence accuracy of computations, as well as
the numerical data on the parameters of a transmission line, ferrite
resonator, and InSb HET assumed for the model might have some
discrepancy with the real numbers. Besides, instrumental error at the
microwave measurements might yield another 1 dB.

Vsource=10 V
10%

V

+_

Figure 6. Schematic of the chip transistor thermosensor touching the
UFR.

In another experiment, the internal HET contacting with the UFR
was substituted by another semiconductor thermosensitive element,
which was an unpackaged chip transistor (CT), used as a diode
(directly connected base and collector, as shown in Figure 6). The
thermal sensitivity of the CT of the type 2TC398A-1 (Russia) was
3.0 mV/K, which is higher than that of the HET. The monocrystalline
uniaxial hexagonal ferrite resonator used in this experiment had an
anisotropy field HA = 10.6 kOe, unloaded resonance line ∆H =
30 Oe, and it absorbed 3 dB of power at the FMR (f0 = 40.1 GHz;
average power P (f0) = 35 mW). The resonance characteristic for this
transducer is shown in Figure 5, together with that for the UFR-HET.
The conversion coefficient for the transducer UFR-CT is 1.2 V/W, two
times greater than that of the transducer UFR-HET. The minimum
measured signal was about 1µW. The shortcoming of the transducer
UFR-CT is the presence of a “pedestal” at the level of 5–10 mV, as
is shown in Figure 5. This “pedestal” is due to the off-resonance
heating of the semiconductor element directly from the mm-wave signal
power, and it can be removed by calibration in the off-resonance
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Figure 7. Experimental Volt-Watt characteristics for UFR-
semiconductor element structures.

regime. The further improvement of the transducer is related to using
a semiconductor element with a higher thermosensitivity. The linear
volt-watt characteristics of the transducers with two Hall-elements and
the chip transistor are shown in Figure 7.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The systems containing a high-Q uniaxial hexagonal ferrite resonator
in the direct contact with a Hall-effect transducer (HET), or any other
thermosensitive semiconductor element, allow for frequency-selective
measuring of mm-wave power parameters in a wide frequency range.

The possible physical mechanisms of a useful voltage, proportional
to the input microwave power, induced in a HET are analyzed.

An analytical model for this useful voltage detected by the system
UFR-HET has been developed. The power absorbed by the UFR is
derived as a function of the physical parameters of the UFR and its
coupling with a transmission line (waveguide), where it is placed in the
general multimode case. The thermal balance equation in the system
is composed, and the solution of the corresponding Cauchy problem
yields the temperature increase in the system that is proportional to
the useful voltage.

It is shown that the most probable effect leading to the useful
converted voltage is the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect in a semiconductor
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element, while frequency selectivity is provided by a ferrite resonator.
To increase sensitivity and conversion coefficients of a transducer

based on the described schematic, it is necessary to use an HET with
a higher thermal coefficient of voltage, assure the best possible heat
contact between the ferrite resonator and the semiconductor element
(increase the surface of their contact, for example, using a disk ferrite
resonator), and employ a highly sensitive microvoltmeter to register
converted signals of low intensity.
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